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The Sister
Cathie Borrie

the sister wallowed in luxury, gambled gold, 
and squandered wealth. nothing left but misery
and a quiet hunger for appeasement. after a week
she rode six horses into a harnessed wind and wept
for three days remembering her former life. 

a falcon soars the sky, promising a sign of piety 
to dismiss gloom. merrymaking returns to weave a net
of courage, and in the seventh month a king rowed ashore
with a thousand knives cutting his heart into smiles. 
more handsome than any other, he asked her for an embrace
and began to weep a promise of precious pearls and zesty
adventures, but after three days he left his words behind. 

mercy will eat you up and leave you in the dark. 

magnificent animals in the Glorious Festival of Joy growl
at her feet  and change suffering into content. her existence
bears fruit and her natural instinct to wander aimless and lonely
disappears into the distance. she often lost sight of succeeding, 
didn’t listen with all her heart, and was not able to control desire, 
nevertheless she thought and thought and finally remembered
that wonder lives in the scale of G. 

birds flew high into the air through seven doors
to seven splendid sleeps, and shattered a thousand
magic spells. god’s sorcerer sentences her to remain
the bride of miracles and pleasure.  

Erasure from The Three Sisters (Die drei Schwestem) 

This work is part of a manuscript in progress, a grimm of poems. the 
origin of other, in which one poem is sculpted (through erasure), from 
each of the original 156 folk and fairy tales from the brothers Grimm, 
written in 1812 & 1815, but not translated/edited until 2015, by Jack 
Zipes.
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Morning Song
R. Bremner 

Love you like a fat midwife
 
 slapped your footsoles, and your
 elements echo, magnifying your arrival. 
 
your nakedness
Shadows 
your mother
 
the cloud that distills
the wind
All night
Flickers among the flat
far sea in my ear.
 
I stumble from bed,
Your mouth opens clean
 
a cat
swallows dull stars.
 
And now you
rise like balloons.

Erasure from Sylvia Plath, “Morning Song”
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Day 2, Where do you live (inside of me)?
Shawnie Hamer

a house/ built on bones/ & busted shoes/ between shadow & shrine/ 
you/ the carpenter/ the grey prophet/ blinding love affair/ the taste of 
pennies/ a bite of the tongue/ to remind myself/ which way is up/ down/
on which wall/ the door hangs
you’ve constructed it/ all/ on stolen memories/ foundation resembles/ 
monsters under the bed/ children’s sweat/ down their backs/ under 
blankets/ pulled up to nose/ over eyes/ sightless pride/ visions of fear/ to 
call out/ to their mothers/ would leave them/ vulnerable
& yet you are the perfect/ host/ sheets soft/ turned down/ halls warm 
enough/ to drift comfortably/ without shoes/ from room to room/ 
anything you need/ you say/ as long as you’ve paid/ penance/ the parts 
of yourself/ you are willing to leave/ in service/ of the garden
the pumpkins are beginning/ to sprout/ orange & plump & ready/ for 
the cut/ trees lit with gold auburn ocher/ white trunks/ flaking like 
abandoned skin/ pampered & raked/ a picturesque balance/ beauty/ the 
death coming/ always
why do you fear it/ you smile/ why do you stay here/ for so long/ I 
question over chamomile/ steam thawing cheeks/ it’s not without 
loneliness/ why not leave/ because I believe/ I am a believer/ that in just 
a few short years/ I’ll have made it all true
home/ whispers outside/ scratches against panes/ asking to come in/ to 
take root/ in the walls/ beams/ to crawl up sleeping bellies/ into nostrils 
& ear drums/ to take the senses/ the sense of what it is/ to be/ he waits 
for this/ prays for it/ tightly locks the windows/ each night/ the garden 
grows/ wild & entangled/ with forced tithings/ sacrifice/ hope/ a future 
without uncertainty 
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Focus
Ellen Huang

In fact, that’s what Focus on the Family is all about—

psycho-selling marriage 
by pressure

threatening the existence of the American family.

Now an international organization, 
Focus on the Family is dedicated

to preserving
eight 

people.

sacrifice 
diverse groups;

single 
out

these individuals, 
too.

And it’s all done for one purpose, and one purpose only: 
to encourage

changing Jesus Christ.

Ellen Huang- “Focus” from the project “Love Wants Out.” was made from 
a book I found called Love Won Out by John and Anne Paulk. 
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Selections from “The Strange Woman and Seven 
Diamond Miners”

Debra Jenks 

The Strange Woman and Seven Diamond Miners is 684-page erasure 
of a found book, which I began ten years ago after finding two copies of 
The Strange Woman (by Ben Ames Williams) in the trash on separate 
occasions. Mining the realm of pulp romance and fairy tale, the project 
is, in part, an attempt to present the text as both image and poetic 
narrative, a palimpsest and abstract rendering of line, paragraph and 
page.  On another level, it’s an attempt to find, reclaim, redefine and/or 
give voice to the book’s object or main protagonist, a voice that has been 
usurped by or lost within a patriarchal system of values and beliefs. 
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Excerpts from: The Bashful Brillo-Knucked Beast

A giant with a surprising secret tangled in his tongue: 

in Ribald masculine assurances that 
accumulated in the well-concealed hiding places in his 

throat like an old boot! “It’s all politics with me,” 
he confessed. 

(skips to pages 44-45)

He measured the depth 
of a cloud broke into...

(skips to pages 78-79)

...trudging through deep drifts 
like a drunken hand slapping at disorder. 

(skips to pages 90-91)

Excerpts from: The Unhappy Son of a Grumpy King

I’ve seen a secret word he said, in every man, 
and arranged to have it painted by the artist, to fill her eyes with...

(skips to pages 170-171)

a whisper
he composed... 

(skips to pages 184-185)

He worked in his bed and pushed the thing on occasions
along the waterfront when he felt stormy. 

(skips to pages 200-201)

...measure the absence. He appeared to think he should lie 
in them to give an account of every possible bed. 

(skips to pages 242-243)

He tried to speak about things like the bed in the beat 
with a bird, and talk as though in a musical. 

(skips to pages 252-253)

He imagined overturning huge boulders, he imagined ledges and he 
imagined running to the brink of nothingness with his feet in big wooden 
buckets. 
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I Gathered Chaos
Joy Krystosek



Ba(r)re(n) Trees
Carolina Martins
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Light/ Without 
Abigail McGuire

lone
 
 
 
in expansive, limitless
light sheds
for a moment
she supposes
she is her own horizon
invisible to others
but now and again she rises
as an unlimited
resource and that is what you
use her
 
by
as
with.
 
she becomes                dark,                  it all becomes
 
dark.
 
stop it,
she thinks,
 
pausing there, she looks out to
push aside a thick curtain of                                     darkness
to rest,
 
 
alone,
 
 
in expansive, limitless
light.

Erasure from Virginia Woolf, To the Lighthouse, 70



(3) excerpt from Your Very Own
John Nyman
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Dark House 
Alana Saltz

                  velvet  sparkled
                  instead of stars—
                              that close sky
              filled    with   strange
 
                  almost on tiptoes
     like thieves in the night, we stole silent   inside
 
                  eagle’s beak,
              gray taffeta,
 
                                     Nothing
                  soft or yielding
 
 
                                 huddled close
                        in               stone eyes
 
 
                                        Years seemed to melt
 
 
 

Erasure from Andrews, V.C., Flowers in the Attic. New York: Pocket Books, 
1979, pp. 42-45.
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Doubt 
Robin Anna Smith

                

 
Erasure from Nathaniel Hawthorne, The Scarlet Letter, paragraph 12 of 
“Introductory. The Custom-House,” Project Gutenberg E-book Version.
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Thoughts, Prayers, and Empty Seats 
Lannie Stabile
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E motion 
Linda Umans

SONNET (Motion)
I saw you spin: pause once pause twice pause t(h)rice;
too fast you went for me to catch my love,
from that from then was dizzy as a dove
dipping low as sister hawk after (her) mice.

heads up! head down to draw upon that straw:
i’m sorry, love, these teeth were in my mouth
before we met before i knew that south
could be as warm as italy or dawn.

right now. who needs prepare to subjugate?!
I give you my self-portrait: you say: look:
it’s fawn meets wolf. it’s sex meets book.
it’s love, love, it’s all, it’s not too late:

then push and pull took on “self loved self-hate”:
dead on. my god. i won. you fucked me straight.

E motion
spin   pause
fast to catch love
dipping

head down    draw that straw
we knew that 
dawn

now
my self
meets wolf
love   not too 
dead   i won you straight

Erasure from Olena Kalytiak Davis, “SONNET (motion)”
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